Visual Identity and Branding Project Two
The Parkway
A group of investors is planning to develop various properties related to the hospitality industry in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin. They believe that there is room in the “event city” for services that appeal to both the visitor and the
local who is looking for an experience beyond the usual. They appreciate the history and culture of Oshkosh and
it’s region but also want to import the best ideas in design, entertainment and urban living.
They are building a moderately sized, boutique hotel, called “The Parkway”. This hotel follows the latest trend in
the hospitality industry for smaller properties that focus on the customer by providing custom-tailored amenities
at a more intimate scale. The hoteliers believe that the hotel’s proximity to Menominee Park and Lake Winnebago
will attract people who want to have a different kind of stay in Oshkosh. The interior of the hotel will be modern
but still warm and inviting. Employees will project a youthful enthusiasm while still maintaining the tried and
true manners of centuries-old hospitality. The investors are looking for a confident, thought-provoking, logotype
(wordmark) that will project the image of “The Parkway” to their guests before, during and after their stay.
Process
1. Research the subject to inform your design
-Brainstorm: consider word associations, imagery, make lists and spider diagrams
-Consider your information sources. Draw, take pictures, scan found objects
-Create style boards (also called a visual audit/mood board) as a way of exploring all aspects of the assignment
and also as a means of presenting your research to the client
-Make sure to annotate your research! What are the connections?
-Look at examples of logotypes
2. Develop the mark through the process of editing and revision
-Don’t restrict your exploration to font selection! Consider the relationship between type and image.
-What do the words make you see? Work with image and type as unique aspects and then develop a mark
that incorporates the visual into its typographic form.
-Consider the abstract and formal relationships of the letterforms and their typographic arrangement
-Create multiple versions of the logotype
-You are not creating a combination(merger) mark. Develop a logotype that fully incorporates any graphic/
image references
3. Explore variety in solutions and test the mark in context
-Work simultaneously on several strong concepts
-Mark variations should be distinct from each other. Consider exploring different themes, content, analogies in
your solutions
-Avoid making only subtle variations in lettering, color, drawing, etc.
-Always print mark concepts at 100, 50, and 25 percent to demonstrate effectiveness at smaller scales
Final Presentation
1. P
 resent the mark to the client and demonstrate its effectiveness in various contexts:
-Mount the mark on a 16x20” black mat board. Board must provide the following:
-A full-scale, color version of the mark that is 7x7”
-2 mock-ups of the mark in the following contexts: wall or window signage; door tag
-Boards must have a label on the back with your name, project number and course number
-Mock-up templates and research links can be found on the class homepage.
edwinjager.net>teaching>437
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